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1. INTRODUCTION
Given functions F 1, . . . , F m from R n into itself, the vertical nonlinear
 .  1 m.complementarity problem VNCP , denoted by VNCP F , . . . , F , is to
find an x g R n such that
R x [ min x , F 1 x , . . . , F m x s 0, 1 4 .  .  .  .
where operator ``min'' is taken componentwise. When m s 1, VNCP
 .reduces to the standard nonlinear complementarity problem NCP , de-
 . nnoted by NCP F , of finding an x g R such that
r x [ min x , F x s 0. 4 .  .
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If we define F: R n ª R n by
F x [ min F 1 x , . . . , F m x , 2 4 .  .  .  .
 1 m.  .then VNCP F , . . . , F becomes NCP F . Such a conversion not only
establishes a clear relationship between NCP and VNCP but also moti-
vates our investigation which enables us to obtain several interesting
 .  .theoretical results see Section 5 . For NCP F , there exist many efficient
solution methods, but most of them depend on the differentiability of F,
w xfor example, the semismooth equation approach 8, 6, 17 , and the smooth-
w xing approximation methods 3, 29, 4 . However, the min operator of F in
 .2 makes the function nondifferentiable in general. Unlike NCP, the study
 w x.of VNCP has only begun see 10, 12, 20 .
The motivation of the present study is two-fold. First, because the
mountain pass theorem was introduced to the nonlinear complementarity
w x w xproblem by Facchinei and Kanzow 7 , it has been discovered by Qi 23
that the theorem has algorithmic applications in proving the global conver-
 .gence of a class of smoothing Newton methods for box variational
inequality problems. It is our interest and purpose here to apply this
theorem to the study of VNCP. Second, in two articles, aggregation
w xfunction was used by Peng and Lin 21 to propose a noninterior point
w xmethod for VLCP, and Qi and Liao 24 to introduce a smoothing Newton
method for extended vertical LCP. Because previous results are only linear
cases, we would like to address the nonlinear case in this paper. Upon the
completion of this paper, we received a new report of Gowda and Tawhid
w x11 . The authors also use the aggregation function to reformulate VNCP
as a P equation. By applying results for P functions to the reformulated0 0
system, they study the limiting behavior of the trajectory. They also obtain
 .the similar result as our Theorem 3.4 Section 3 . However, our approach
could easily lead to a numerical algorithm as we discuss in the final
section.
 . In this paper, we first approximate R x by a sequence indexed by a
.parameter of continuously differentiable functions, called aggregation
 .functions see Section 2 . As a result, a sequence of approximation
problems is created. Then a sequence of zero solutions of the approxi-
mated problems is obtained. The justification for such approximation is
that the trajectory defined by the zero solutions of the approximated
 .problems converge to a zero solution of R x as the parameter approaches
zero. The formulation of our aggregation functions is based on Tikhonov
regularization, which is well used by several researchers in studying NCP
w xand the box variational inequality problem, see 15, 7, 25, 23, 27 . For
 .  .  .function F x in 2 , its Tikhonov regularization is defined as F x [t
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 .F x q tx, where t ) 0. Hence we can define Tikhonov regularization of
 .  .R x in 1 as
R t , x [ min x , F 1 x q tx , F 2 x q tx , . . . , F m x q tx . 3 4 .  .  .  .  .
 .On top of R t, x , our aggregation function, which is defined in Section 2,
can be formulated. The aggregation function which is parameterized in t
leads to a sequence of approximation problems. As a result, the zero
solutions of these approximation problems define a trajectory. In Section
3, we show that the sequence of above zero solutions converges to a
solution of VNCP as t ª 0 under mild conditions. Furthermore, the
existence, uniqueness, continuity, and the boundedness of the trajectory
will be addressed. Section 4 is devoted to the discussion of e-solution,
w x  1 m.which was originated in 26, 15 , of VNCP F , . . . , F . Finally in Section
5, a global error bound for VNCP with uniform P-property is obtained, the
w xresult extends the corresponding result of Chen and Harker 4 for NCP
with uniform P-function.
In the remainder of the paper, we use the following notation:
 .  .Let F x be defined in 2 .
n w x  4For a g R , let a [ max 0, a , where the operator max is takenq
componentwise.
n i .For a vector u g R , u denotes the jth component of u, =F xj
i .  4denotes the Jacobian matrix of F x , where i g 1, . . . , m , and j g N [
 41, . . . , n .
i . i . i .F x denotes the jth component of F x , and =F x denotes thej j
i .gradient of F x .j
e is the vector of all ones in R n and e denotes the jth column of thej
identity matrix.
2. MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND
In this section, we state some mathematical results which are used in
later discussions.
2.1. Aggregation Function
Let g , . . . , g : R n ª R be given and1 m
 4g x [ max g , . . . , g . 4 .  .1 m
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It is easy to see that g is piecewise continuously differentiable if each g isi
 .continuously differentiable. Let t ) 0, the aggregation function g t, x is
defined by
m g x .i
g t , x [ t ln exp . .  tis1
The function, viewed as an exponential penalty function, is studied inten-
w xsively by Goldstein in 9 . When a multiplier method with an exponential
 . w xpenalty function was applied to g x , Bertsekas 1 obtained a slight
 .variant of g t, x . Independently, the function was studied and named as
w xthe aggregation function by Li 19 . The exponential penalty has been
employed by many other researchers as well, for example, Tseng and
w x w x  .Bertsekas 30 , and Kachiyan 18 . The following results for function g t, x
can be obtained.
LEMMA 2.1. Assume that each g is continuously differentiable, then fori
any t ) 0,
 .i
0 F g t , x y g x F t ln m. 5 .  .  .
 .ii
m
= g t , x s l t , x =g x , 6 .  .  .  .x i i
is1
where
exp g x rt . .i
l t , x s g 0, 1 , .  .i m exp g x rt . .is1 i
m
i s 1, . . . , m and l t , x s 1. 7 .  . i
is1
w xThe first result in Lemma 2.1 has been achieved in 2 . While the second
one can be calculated directly.
 .  .  .Equation 5 indicates that g t, x converges to g x uniformly as t
converges to zero. Notice that
R t , x s ymax yx , yF1 x y tx , . . . , yF m x y tx , 4 .  .  .
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by using Matlab notion, we denote
m iyx yF x .
G t , x [ yt ln exp q exp , .  /t t y xis1
 .where the jth component of G t, x is defined by
m iyx yF x .j j
G t , x [ yt ln exp q exp , j s 1, . . . , n. . j  /t t y x jis1
 .Then the similar result can be obtained for vector-valued function G t, x .
COROLLARY 2.2. For any t ) 0, we ha¨e
R t , x y t ln m q 1 e F G t , x F R t , x . 8 .  .  .  .  .
 .Equation 8 is very useful. It reveals that the aggregation function
 .  .  .  . G t, x of R t, x lies in the strip defined by R t, x and R t, x q t ln m
.  .  .  .  .q 1 e. It is obvious to see from 8 and 3 that lim G t, x s R x . Int ª 0
 .  .Section 3, we study the existence of zero solution x t of G t, x and under
 .  .what conditions x t converges to a solution of R x s 0.
2.2. P - and P-Functions0
DEFINITION 2.3. The mapping f : R n ª R n is said to be a
v
nP -function if for every pair of distinct x, y g R , we have0
max y y x f y y f x G 0. .  .  .i i i
x /yi i
v
nP-function if for every pair of distinct x, y g R , we have
max y y x f y y f x ) 0. .  .  .i i i
x /yi i
v uniform P-function if for some g ) 0,
2 n5 5max y y x f y y f x G g x y y , for all x , y g R . .  .  .i i i
1FiFn
If f is a continuously differentiable P -function, then the Jacobian0
 .matrix =f x is a P -matrix at any point x. We recall that a matrix0
M g R n=n is a P -matrix if and only if its every principal minor is0
w x 1 m nnonnegative 5 . Let F, F , . . . , F be functions from R to itself, we say F
 1 m4 nis a row representative of F , . . . , F if for each x g R and i g N,
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 .  1 . m .4  1 m4 F x g F x , . . . , F x . We say F , . . . , F has P -property P-prop-i i i 0
.  1 m4erty, uniform P-property if every representative of F , . . . , F is a
 . n=nP -function P-function, uniform P-function . Let M , . . . , M g R . A0 1 k
n=n  .matrix M g R is called a row representative of M , . . . , M if for1 k
each j s 1, 2, . . . , n, the jth row of M is the jth row of some M ,i
i s 1, 2, . . . , k. The following result for the row representative matrices has
w xbeen obtained in Theorem 6 of 28 .
LEMMA 2.4. Let M , . . . , M g R n=n be gi¨ en, if determinants of all row1 k
 .representati¨ e matrices of M , . . . , M are nonnegati¨ e and there is at least1 k
one such determinant which is positi¨ e. Then for arbitrary positi¨ e diagonal
matrices X , . . . , X g R n=n,1 k
det X M q ??? qX M / 0. .1 1 k k
A direct consequence of Lemma 2.4 is the following.
 1 m. iCOROLLARY 2.5. If F , . . . , F has P -property and each F is continu-0
ously differentiable, then for arbitrary positi¨e diagonal matrices
X , X , . . . , X g R n=n,0 1 m
det X q X =F 1 x q ??? qX =F m x / 0. .  . .0 1 m
Proof. It is easy to see that every row representative matrix of
 1 . m ..=F x , . . . , =F x is the Jacobian matrix of some row representative of
 1 . m ..F x , . . . , F x . The observation implies that every row representative
 1 . m ..matrix is a P -matrix. Then the matrix block I, =F x , . . . , =F x0
satisfies the condition of Lemma 2.4. The result follows directly.
2.3. Mountain Pass Theorem
The following result is called the mountain pass theorem see Theorem
w x. w x5.3 in 7 , which is also well used in 23 .
THEOREM 2.6. Let f : R n ª R be continuously differentiable and coer-
ci¨ e, i.e.,
lim f x s q`. .
5 5x ª`
Let C ; R n be a nonempty and compact set and define k to be the least ¨alue
 .of f on the compact boundary of C,
k [ min f x . .
xg­ C
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 .Assume further that there are two points p g C and q f C such that f p - k
 . n  .and f q - k . Then there exists a point s g R such that =f s s 0 and
 .f s G k .
3. BEHAVIOR OF THE TRAJECTORY
In this section, we establish the existence, uniqueness, boundedness, and
 .continuity of the trajectory defined by the solutions of G t, x s 0. But
 .first, we need to exploit some properties of G t, x . It has been proven by
w x  .Ravindran and Gowda 25 that the composition of a P P -function and0
 .  1 m4the min operator is also a P P -function. So if F , . . . , F has P -prop-0 0
 .  .erty, the function R t, x is a P-function for any t ) 0 because F x q tx
 w x.is a P-function for t ) 0 if F is a P -function see Lemma 3.2 7 . Hence0
 .  .R t, x is univalence for t ) 0. Next we prove R t, x is coercive under the
same condition.
 1 m4  .PROPOSITION 3.1. If F , . . . , F has P -property, then R t, x is coer-0
ci¨ e for e¨ery t ) 0, i.e.,
lim R t , x s `. .
5 5x ª`
Proof. Assume the contrary that there exists an unbounded sequence
 k4   k .4x such that R t, x is a bounded sequence. Then there exists a
 k l4  k4  1 m4subsequence x ; x and a row representative F of F , . . . , F such
that
R t , x k l s min x k l , F x k l q tx k l . 4 .  .
 . w xBecause F x is a P -function, it follows from Proposition 3.4 7 that0
 k j4  k l4there exists an index i g N and a subsequence x ; x such that
k k k kj j j jx ª `, F x ) y` or x ª y`, F x - ` . .  .i i i i
For both cases
k jR t , x ª `, .i
  k .4which contradicts the boundedness of R t, x . This establishes the
result.
 .Combining the results in Proposition 3.1 and 8 , we have the following
corollary.
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 1 m4COROLLARY 3.2. If F , . . . , F has P -property, then for each t ) 0,0
 . 5  .5G t, x is coerci¨ e, that is, lim G t, x s `.5 x 5 ª`
 .Next, we explore the structure of Jacobian matrix G t, x with respect to
variable x. First let us look at the gradient of the jth component of
 .G t, x ,
m
j j i= G t , x s l t , x e q l t , x =F x , .  .  .  .x j 0 j i j
is1
where
exp yx rt e t , x .  .j jjl t , x s q t , .0 exp yx rt q e t , x exp yx rt q e t , x .  .  .  .j j j j
exp yF i x rt y x . .j jjl t , x s , .i exp yx rt q e t , x .  .j j
m lyF x .j
e t , x s exp . . j t y x jls1
Let
L t , x [ diag l1 t , x , . . . , ln t , x , i s 0, 1, . . . , m. .  .  . .i i i
Then it is easy to see that
m
i= G t , x s L t , x q L t , x =F x . .  .  .  .x 0 i
is1
 .Therefore, we have the following result for G t, x .
 1 m4PROPOSITION 3.3. Suppose that F , . . . , F has P -property, then for0
 .any t ) 0, G t, x is a local homeomorphism.
j .Proof. Noticing that l t, x ) 0 for any t ) 0 and i s 1, . . . , m, j g N,i
 .it follows from Corollary 2.5 that = G t, x is nonsingular and is continu-x
 .ous with respect to both t and x. By the implicit function theorem, G t, x
is a local homeomorphism.
Now we are ready to introduce the main result of this paper.
 1 m4THEOREM 3.4. Suppose that F , . . . , F has P -property, let S denote0
 1 m.the solution set of VNCP F , . . . , F . Then
 .  .i For each t ) 0, the equation G t, x s 0 has a unique solution,
 .say x t .
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 .  .ii The mapping t ª x t is continuous and differentiable at any
t ) 0.
 .iii If S is nonempty and bounded, then the path P ,t
xP [ x t t g 0, t 4 . t
is bounded for any gi¨ en t ) 0.
w xProof. From a classical result mentioned by Ravindran and Gowda 25
that a coercive local homeomorphism of R n is a global homeomorphism of
n  .R , Propositions 3.2 and 3.3 imply the function G t, x is a global homeo-
n  .morphism of R for any t ) 0. This establishes i . Because the Jacobian
  ..matrix = G t, x t is nonsingular and continuous as stated in the proof ofx
Proposition 3.3, the implicit function theorem implies the continuity and
 .  .differentiability of the mapping t ª x t at any t ) 0. This establishes ii .
 .  .  .Now we prove iii . It follows from 8 and 3 that
5 5 5 5R x y t x e y t ln m q 1 e F G t , x F R x q t x e. .  .  .  .
 .  .The preceding inequalities indicate that G t, x converges to R x uni-
formly as t ª 0 on any compact set C ; R n. Because S is nonempty and
bounded, there exists a compact set C ; R n with S ; int C. Let p be an
 .arbitrary point in S , then R p s 0. Define
2
k [ min R x ) 0. .
xg­ C
2 . 5  .5Let c x s G t, x . Assume that the path P is unbounded for somet t
k .  .   .4t ) 0, then from i and ii of this theorem there exists a sequence x t
  k .. 5  k .5 k  .ksuch that c x t s 0 and x t ª ` as t ª 0. We note that c xt t
5  .5 2converges to R x uniformly on compact set C as t ª 0. Therefore for
k   k ..  k .ksufficiently small t , we have that c x t s 0, x t f C andt
3 1
k kmin c x G k and c p F k . 9 .  .  .t t4 4
xg­ C
 .c x is coercive from Corollary 3.2 for any t ) 0. Applying mountain passt
 .  k .ktheorem 2.6 to c x with q s x t , we obtain the existence of a vectort
s g R n such that
3
k k=c s s 0 and c s G k ) 0. 10 .  .  .t t 4
 .  k .T  k .kNoticing that = c s s 2= G t , s G t , s , the nonsingularity ofx t x
 k .  .  k .= G t , s and the first equality in 10 yield G t , s s 0, which contra-x
 .  .dicts the second inequality of 10 . This establishes iii .
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Remark. Similar results as in Theorem 3.4 for NCP have been obtained
w x  . in 7, 25 . However, our trajectory x t is not only continuous achieved in
w x.7, 25 but also differentiable. Our stronger result stems from the aggrega-
tion function in our smoothing approximation.
 .By extending iii of Theorem 3.4, we have the following result.
 1 m4COROLLARY 3.5. If F , . . . , F has P -property and if S is nonempty0
  .4and bounded, then x t has at least one accumulation point which is at ) 0
solution of VNCP.
  .4Proof. It is obvious that any accumulation point of x t as t ª 0 is a
  .4solution of VNCP. From Theorem 3.4, x t is bounded as t ª 0. This
establishes the result.
4. e-SOLUTIONS
It would be very important and useful to characterize when an approxi-
mation solution is an e-solution of the original problem. Such considera-
w xtion has been studied in 15, 26 .
DEFINITION 4.1. Given e ) 0, we say that xU is an e-solution of
 1 m.  . U  . 5  U . w  U .x 5  .VNCP F , . . . , F if a x G 0, b F x y F x F e , and cq
< U  U .: <x , F x F e .
When m s 1, the definition reduces to the e-solution concept of Isac
w x15 for nonlinear complementarity problems.
 1 m.THEOREM 4.2. Let e ) 0. Suppose that VNCP F , . . . , F has a
 1 m4nonempty and bounded solution set S and F , . . . , F has P -property.0
 .   ..Then there exists e# e ) 0 such that for e¨ery t g 0, e# e , the corre-
 .  .  1 m.sponding solution x t of G t, x s 0 is an e-solution of VNCP F , . . . , F .
Proof. First, we note that, from Theorem 3.4, the solution path P ise
bounded. Let k ) 1 satisfy0
xx t F k , for all t g 0, e . . 0
Second, the boundedness of P and the continuity of each F i, i s 1, . . . , me
 i  ..4imply sets F x t , i s 1, . . . , m are bounded. Let k ) 0 such thatt g 0, e x 1
i xF x t F k , for all t g 0, e , i s 1, . . . , m. . . 1
 .It follows from 8 that
min x t , F1 x t q tx t , . . . , F m x t q tx t G G t , x t s 0, 4 .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .
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which yields that
x t G 0 and F i x t G ytx t , i s 1, . . . , m. 11 .  .  .  . .
 .Hence a in Definition 4.1 is valid.
Now let
e
e# e [ . . 2 4n max k , k ln m q 1 q k .0 1 0
 .  .By noting e# e - e , the second inequality in 11 implies
xF x t y F x t F t x t F e , for all t g 0, e# . .  .  . .  . q
 .This proves b in Definition 4.1.
 .  .Now we prove c in Definition 4.1. The first inequality in 8 gives
min x t , F1 x t q tx t , . . . , F m x t q tx t F t ln m q 1 e. 4 .  .  .  .  .  . .  .
 .Because x t G 0, we have
min x t , F1 x t , . . . , F m x t F t ln m q 1 e, 4 .  .  .  . .  .
 .this together with the second inequality in 11 yield for all j g N,
2  4yt x t F x t F x t F t max k , k ln m q 1 . .  .  .  . . .j j j 0 1
Hence,
2 :  4x t , F x t F n max k , k ln m q 1 q k t F e , .  .  . .  .0 1 0
 xfor all t g 0, e# . This completes the proof.
5. ERROR BOUNDS FOR VERTICAL NONLINEAR
COMPLEMENTARITY PROBLEMS WITH
UNIFORM P-PROPERTY
w xThis section is mainly motivated by the work of Chen and Harker 4 for
nonlinear complementarity problems. The goal of this section is to estab-
 1 m.lish the error bound result for VNCP F , . . . , F similar to Theorem 3.18
w xof 4 for NCP. But first, we need the following preliminary results.
 w x.It is known Lemma 3.17, 4 for any a, b, c, d g R,
< < < < 4  4  4min a, b y min c, d F max a y c , b y d . 12 .
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The result can be easily generalized to the finite many elements case as
follows:
LEMMA 5.1. Let a , b , . . . , a , b g R, then1 1 l l
< < < < 4  4min a , . . . , a y min b , . . . , b F max a y b , . . . , a y b . 13 4  .1 l 1 l 1 1 l l
 .Proof. From 12 , we have
 4  4min a , . . . , a y min b , . . . , bl l 1 l
 4  4s min a , min a , . . . , a y min b , min b , . . . , b 4  41 2 l 1 2 l
< <  4  4F max a y b , min a , . . . , a y min b , . . . , b 41 1 2 l 2 l
F ???
< < < <F max a y b , . . . , a y b . 41 1 l l
The following result is a direct consequence.
COROLLARY 5.2. If F i, i s 1, . . . , m are Lipschitz continuous with the
 .common Lipschitz constant L, then F x is also Lipschitz continuous with the
same constant.
n  .Proof. Let x, y g R , then from 13 ,
1 m 1 mF x y F y s min F x , . . . , F x y min F y , . . . , F y 4  4 .  .  .  .  .  .
1 1 m mF max F x y F y , . . . , F x y F y .  .  .  . 4
5 5F L x y y .
Based on the previous results, we are able to obtain the following
 .  1 m.properties for function F x and VNCP F , . . . , F .
 1 m4  .PROPOSITION 5.3. If F , . . . , F has uniform P-property, then F x is a
uniform P-function.
n ÄProof. Assume x, y g R with x / y. Let F and F be two representa-
 1 m4tives of F , . . . , F such that
ÄF x s F x , F y s F y , .  .  .  .
then
Ä ÄF x F F x , F y F F y , .  .  .  .i i i i
Äand F and F are uniform P-functions.
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For the index i g N with x ) y , we havei i
x y y F x y F y .  .  . .i i i i
Äs x y y F x y F y .  .  . .i i i i
Ä Ä Äs x y y F x y F y q F y y F y .  .  .  .  . .i i i i i i
Ä Ä Äs x y y F x y F y q x y y F y y F y .  .  .  .  .  . .  .i i i i i i i i
Ä ÄG x y y F x y F y . 14 .  .  .  . .i i i i
For the index i g N with x - y , we havei i
x y y F x y F y .  .  . .i i i i
Äs x y y F x y F y .  .  . .i i i i
Äs x y y F x y F x q x y y F x y F y .  .  .  .  .  . . .i i i i i i i i
G x y y F x y F y . 15 .  .  .  . .i i i i
 .  .Combining 14 and 15 together yields
max x y y F x y F y .  .  .i i i i
i
Ä ÄG max max x y y F x y F y , x y y F x y F y .  .  .  .  .  . . . 5 /i i i i i i i i
i
5 5 2G g x y y .
ÄHere positive constant g is the common uniform P constant of F and F.
 1 m4Because there are only finite many representatives of F , . . . , F , such g
 1 m4can be found due to the uniform P-property of F , . . . , F . This com-
pletes the proof.
 1 m4COROLLARY 5.4. Suppose that F , . . . , F has uniform P-property, then
 1 m.VNCP F , . . . , F has a unique solution.
Proof. Because F is a uniform P-function by Proposition 5.3, it follows
w x  .from Theorem 3.9 in 13 that NCP F has a unique solution. This
establishes the result.
w xBy using the similar technique of Chen and Harker 4 for complemen-
tarity problem with uniform P-function Lemma 3.16 and Theorem 3.18,
w x.  1 m.4 , we can obtain the following error bound results for VNCP F , . . . , F .
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 1 m4THEOREM 5.5. Suppose F , . . . , F has uniform P-property and each
F i, i s 1, . . . , m is Lipschitz continuous. Then we ha¨e
 .i
1
R x y R y .  . 4max L, 1
L q 1
n5 5F x y y F R x y R y , for all x , y g R , .  .
g
i where L is the common Lipschitz constant for F , i s 1, . . . , m see Proposi-
.  .tion 5.2 , and g is the constant defined in the uniform P-function of F x .
 .ii
1 L q 1
U n5 5R x F x y x F R x , for all x g R , .  . 4max L, 1 g
U  1 m.where x is the unique solution of VNCP F , . . . , F .
The proof of Theorem 5.5 should be straightforward following the
similar argument of Lemma 3.16, Theorem 3.18, and Proposition 3.19
w xin 4 .
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
 .The existence of zero solution to the approximation equation G t, x s 0
w xplays an important role in a continuation method presented in 4 . Their
method can be easily extended to VNCP. We should point out that Chen
w xand Harker 4 viewed t as a parameter, and in each iteration their method
kq1 k  .either reduces t by a constant factor h, i.e., t s h t , h g 0, 1 or
 .leaves it unchanged. Another way to solve G t, x s 0 is proposed by
w x w x w xHotta and Yoshise 14 , Qi, Sun, and Zhou 22 , and Tseng 29 . Their
methods viewed t as a variable, that is, t and x share the same role in
 .G t, x . They all considered the following mapping,
t
H t , x [ , .  /G t , x .
and proposed Newton-like methods. In each iteration, both t and x are
updated based on their Newton-like methods. Qi, Sun, and Zhou's method
w xwas further extended to a regularized version by Qi 23 . Of course there
 . w xare other ways to formulate H t, x . For example, Jiang 16 used the
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exponential function et y 1 instead of the identity function t in his study
of NCP. Furthermore, Newton and Gauss]Newton methods are proposed
by Jiang.
It should be emphasized that all these methods can be extended to
 .VNCP via G t, x . Therefore, the nonsingularity of the Jacobian matrix of
 .G t, x at x when t ) 0 becomes critical and essential. Our theoretical
 .study and structural exploitation on the Jacobian matrix Section 3 pro-
vide a standard way for both the convergence analysis and the develop-
ment of numerical algorithms in the study of VNCP.
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